Envoy Exhibit System
™

Revolutionary and Award-Winning

Envoy™ Wins Buyers Choice Award!
Voted outstanding new product at EXHIBITOR2010

Designed for Style and Purpose:

Envoy Exhibit System
™

The Future of Exhibiting is Here
Envoy
gives
exhibitors
the
unrivaled advantage of a clean,
modern look in a lighter-weight
custom modular system.
Lower Operating Expenses!
Envoy is much lighter weight and
packs smaller than traditional
custom so you’ll see substantial
savings on shipping and drayage,
as well as storage and I&D.
Envoy Rental: A Step Above
Realize the benefits of rental without looking anything like a typical
rental exhibit. With purchased
graphics or rental panels, you’ll
stand out with Envoy!

Envoy gives you a powerful presence no matter
the size of your exhibit space.

Custom Modular Flexibility
Envoy is compatible with other Skyline modular systems to give you versatility in design. Get the look that fits your brand and the option to change
your exhibit design to accommodate varying spaces.
Use part of your inline exhibit as a kiosk in your store or lobby. Purchase or
rent additional components for larger shows. With Skyline, you're not limited to one inflexible solution.

Envoy™ seamlessly integrates with
Skyline modular systems, like Tapestry™
fabric structures, to create any look imaginable.

In Step with Today’s Leading-Edge Design
Today’s savvy consumers are developing a greater awareness of design. With that in mind, Envoy was designed with an eye towards the clean aesthetic of
modern graphics, products and architecture – setting a completely new benchmark for exhibit design.

Great Look, Drastically Lower Costs
Traditional Custom Can’t Compare!
Envoy gives you so much more
than a great look. Lightweight,
modular Envoy has operating costs
that are 1/2 to 1/3 as much as traditional custom exhibits of similar
size and design.
Realize Significant Savings:
• Installation & Dismantle
• Shipping
• Storage
• Drayage
• Maintenance

This Entire Exhibit Fits In Just One Crate!
Envoy packs so efficiently that, excluding center tables and stools, this
exhibit fits in just one crate!

Lightweight Fabric Graphics
Make your brand stand out. Skyline’s FlexLock™
concealed connection system gives you a clean
look and graphics that are easy to change.

Presentations and Demonstrations
Envoy elegantly supports flat screens, computers and keyboards with monitor brackets,
shelves and internal wire management.

Stylish, Built-In Counters
Envoy counters bring function to your exhibit with
semi-secure storage space and work surfaces.
Features laminate tops and graphic doors.

Envoy™ Wins Buyers Choice Award!
Envoy™ won the 2010 Buyers Choice Award, which recognizes the
best new products at EXHIBITOR, the biggest event in the trade show industry.

Product Display
Showcase products of all kinds with integral
counters and shelving. Optional lighting makes
products stand out.

LED Lights
Bring your exhibit to life with Skyline LED
lights. Capture attention with simple color
washes or elaborate orchestrated effects.

Backlit Graphics
Make your graphics ‘pop’ with backlighting!
Envoy’s deep frame hides conceals all lights
and wiring for a clean brand presentation.

Envoy™ Custom Modular Exhibit System

The welcoming appeal of Envoy™ features a clean aesthetic for a modern look in branding. Envoy panels create double-sided displays that command
attention and allow you to communicate on a grand scale. Use Envoy kiosks to engage people with your AV demonstrations.

Clean and modern looking, Envoy introduces
customers to new products with merchandising displays and AV presentations.

The sleek architectural hardware accentuates
your branding message. Counters provide
storage space and surface for product display.

Elevate your branding and product images to
new heights with this display of functional
elements.
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